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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Falling gas prices boosting sentiment for eurozone assets and EUR  

USD Housing under pressure but elsewhere in the economic data to be less downbeat   

JPY BoJ to leave YCC & policy rate unchanged, but operational tweaks possible    

GBP Heavy data week. Firm labour market to keep the BoE in hiking mode          

 

Overnight comment – Staying the course 

The FOMC’s Lael Brainard echoed comments from Christine Lagarde in promising 
to stay the course. She did not explicitly support for a 25bp hike at the upcoming 1 
February FOMC meeting but looked to lean that way. Later in the session, Williams 
spoke and also appeared to be leaning towards a further slowing in the pace of hikes. 
Williams noted that demand was still very strong relative to supply and that inflation 
risks remained on the upside. Whilst it seems as if the majority of the FOMC are 
happy to step down to a 25bp hike at the next meeting, most continue to maintain 
that rates need to go up in line with the December Dot Plot, which is in contrast to 
current market pricing of cuts in H2.  
 
In Japan, the December CPI came in in line with expectations, leaving core inflation 
at a 41 year high of 4.0%YoY. The Chinese left the policy rate unchanged. Equity 
market sentiment in the Asian session was buoyant ahead of the Chinese New Year 
break, UST yields nudged higher, especially at the short end, while the DXY index 
was little changed. USD/JPY pushed up to 128.85, as 2yr JGB yields dropped to 
a 1-month low.  
 
The German PPI dropped sharply in YoY terms pointing to an easing of pipeline 
pressures. EUR/USD sits at 1.0840 as Europe opens. Weak UK data in the form 
of a drop in consumer confidence and much weaker than expected retail sales report 
for December saw GBP edge a little lower at the start of the European session 
to sit at 1.2360. 
              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – Consumer confidence (DI, Jan)  -40/-42 

UK – Retail sales (%MoM, Dec) 0.5/-0.4 

US – Existing home sales (%MoM, Dec) -3.4/-7.7 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. UK data dominate the data docket, with the consumer in focus. House 
prices were a lot weaker than expected and may weigh on consumer confidence. 
Retail sales will likely be weak. The German PPI is not usually much of a market 
mover but we are interested to see how currency moves are impacting producer 
prices as the US dollar peaks. Last year the weak euro was an inconvenience for the 
ECB. This year’s firmer EUR will be a tail wind for achieving low inflation. On the 
central bank front the ECB dominate, with Lagarde (again) at WEF. We doubt that 
she will say much in addition to Thursday’s comments.  
  
US. This week’s housing data has not been quite as soft as expected. Existing home 
sales rounds out the weekly set. On the policy both Harker and Waller speak with 
Waller the main draw, as we have not heard from him since the last FOMC meeting.         

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
ECB keeping its foot on the gas 
This week’s ECB commentary is in sharp contrast to the Fed. The minutes of the December ECB meeting showed many 
ECB members pushing for a 75bp hike at the meeting. They ultimately acceded to Chief Economist Lane’s proposal for 
a 50bp hike, pacified by Preside Lagarde pledging multiple 50bp hikes. The meeting text notes “The reappraisal of rate 
expectations in the euro area beyond the near term seemed to be at odds with domestic developments, such as 
incoming data on the macroeconomy, energy prices and the market-based inflation outlook”. Since the December 
meeting market pricing for the peak in rates has moved up from 2.81% on 15 Dec to 3.31% today. We suspect that the 
ECB will be much more content with current pricing than they were in December. The account of the meeting also noted 
“the forceful fiscal response to the energy crisis was an important factor behind the resilience of aggregate demand and 
the labour market, even as measures adopted during the pandemic were being phased out. Concern was therefore 
expressed as to how domestic demand would hold up in the face of an expected eventual withdrawal of fiscal support”. 
Here we concur with the notion that loose fiscal policy was a key prop to demand in H2 22 but we are a little sceptical 
that fiscal support is being withdrawn. We expect that governments will be much slower to withdraw fiscal support than 
they were to provide it. We see lingeringly loose fiscal policy as an upside risks for European growth in 2023. Finally, 
the account of the meeting noted that the risks to growth were on the downside. This assessment is changing rapidly 
as energy costs continue to fall and China re-opens. Many policymakers now assume a recession in Europe is no longer 
a certainty. Indeed, for many it is no longer the consensus call. With downside growth risks dissipating rapidly, the price 
risks are shifting further to the upside and necessitate a policy response. This is why the ECB remains committed to 
pushing rate into more restrictive territory.   
 
On Thursday morning Lagarde spoke at Davos. She said that inflation remained way too high (Inflation by all accounts, 
whichever way you look at it, is way too high…We shall stay the course until such time we have moved into restrictive 
territory for long enough so that we can return inflation to 2% in a timely manner). Earlier yesterday, Dutch central bank 
president Knot pushed back against the notion that there would be a step down to 25bp hikes after the February move, 
saying “Most of the ground that we have to cover we will cover at a constant pace of multiple 50 basis-point hikes”. It 
certainly looks as if he will vote for a 50bp hike at the March meeting.      
 
The ECB has pushed a more forceful case than the Fed in recent weeks. The ECB looks set to out-hike the Fed in Q1, 
helping EUR to maintain recent gains.   
            

Energy price plunge pushes real rates in EUR’s favour. Financial conditions topping out 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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